
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Hey everybody, Harper Jones with Bow Tiger, and this is my monthly 

"Ask Harper" segment. Now as always at the beginning, I kind of 

explain to you guys what the segment's about, and how you can 

participate. Each month I do an "Ask Harper" segment where I 

answer questions that you guys send in, questions, comments, 

questions for me, questions about your kids, what can we do about 

this, that, and whatever, and I try to just give you guys my advice.  

 

Of course, I'm only an expert by personal research and also 

experience, which I have a lot of, having raised my daughter. I'm still 

in the process. I'm learning with all of you guys, so I'd love to hear 

comments back from you guys. And if you have any tips for the other 

readers… or excuse me, viewers of Bow Tiger that would be great as 

well. We can really make this a collaborative effort as parents, and get 

through the toddler years together, and just make it a learning 

experience. Of course, it's a learning experience for everybody. 
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But it also can be a teaching experience. You guys can use some of 

the knowledge that you've gained while raising your kids, and help 

out the rest of our little community as well. So, feel free to leave any 

comments that you choose, or questions.  

 

Now, for today I'm actually switching it up a little bit. This is 

normally an "Ask Harper" segment. Well, instead of asking me, or me 

answering questions from different viewers, I wanted to switch it up, 

and I'm going ask you guys. I'm actually in a little bit of a pickle with 

my daughter. Now, I've gone over an entire segment on how you can 

teach your children to clean up, and my daughter seems to have just 

hit a wall. And I'm hoping maybe you guys, the viewers, can help me 

out and let me know if you have any ideas on what we can do. 

 

She doesn't want to clean up anything. It's not really more of a direct 

"No" that she gives you when you ask her to clean up, she certainly 

doesn't do that. But she really works her way around it, like "Oh, yes, 

yes, I’m going to do that," and she kind of veers away as you're 

veering away doing something else. And all of a sudden you realize, 

okay, she never picked up the blocks. Now she's on to coloring with 

her crayons. And then from there she goes from coloring with her 

crayons to trying to build a tent, or playing with her teddy bears or the 

dollies, or whatever. But she doesn't clean up, and I have tried quite a 

few things.  

 

I have tried the cleanup song which she used to love, well that doesn't 

actually faze her any more. I have told her I’ll reprimand for not 

cleaning, so she’s gotten time out for not cleaning. I’ve tried to assist 

her and help her, and make it look like it's fun. We kind of like talk, 

she's got one of those net baskets that hang in the corner of the rooms, 

so you toss the teddy bear, or something. It's kind of like a basketball 

game. Most of the time it just makes the whole process of cleaning up 

the teddy bears a lot longer, but it is still fine. We have tried all sorts 

of things with her, and she just doesn't want to clean up her toys 

anymore.  
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I'm not sure where this new found laziness has come from, but it's 

certainly being experienced right now in our household. So you guys, 

as my viewers, help me out. Let me know if you have any tips for me, 

anything that you can offer, I'd greatly appreciate and I will certainly 

try it out.  

 

The other thing that I’d like to do is to try out the tips that you guys 

give me, and I'll let you know which ones work. I'll share back with 

you guys which ones worked so the rest of the audience can see what 

worked, and then maybe you guys can use that on your kids as well. 

 

Anyways, so this is the "Ask Harper" segment. Next month we'll go 

directly back to answering questions from the viewers. And so, please 

submit anything -- you can submit it on Facebook, Twitter, any 

questions on Facebook, Twitter, social, media in general. Or also the 

Bow Tiger page, we do have an email at Bow Tiger, and you can do 

that as well. 

 

Okay, so we'll see you guys next month. Have a great day, everybody. 

Now the other thing, and this is whether you are in a city, or maybe 

you're not necessarily in the city,  you're in the outskirts, a lot of these 

places, a lot of towns still have YMCAs. Your local YMCA is a great 

place to go to for summer activity, summer fun with your children. 

One, they normally have a pool. Two, they normally have different 

activities going on. I know in my city, we actually have a booklet that 

we can look up online, or you can also have it mailed to you, or pick 

one up at any of the local YMCAs, and this goes over all of the 

summer activities for all ages, and it goes from birth, from newborns 

up to 60, 70, and beyond really. 

 

But there really is something available for everybody. A lot of the 

times these things are low cost. It's not going to cost you a lot. And 

you can involve your days with things inside instead of outside when 

it's just way too hot for you to bear the outdoors. And I don't blame 

you at all if you do. It's so super hot out there right now that trying to 

find indoor activities should be something we're all doing. 
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Now, if you guys have any suggestion on other things that you can do 

indoors, I do encourage you to comment back or email me at Bow-

Tiger. Do any of those things, and you can kind of let me know some 

of your ideas so I can share this with the audience as well. I'm happy 

to namedrop if you'd like me to namedrop as well, just on any of the 

activities or ideas you guys have for the summer.  

 

Of course, if you guys are watching this video on Facebook or 

YouTube, please be sure to also check out our videos on Bow-

Tiger.com. And we'll see you next week. Thanks. 

 

Tell Me What You Think! Leave A Comment Or Question. 
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